Pemberton Civil Construction

Lifting Productivity in the Civil
Construction Sector

licensing and rebates, maintenance, WOFs and registrations. Teletrac
Navman’s Director software is set up to give access to managers, where
ever they are. “Most of us use the Director app on our phones ,” says
Webb.

From subdivision development and drain laying to earthworks and
erosion control, the team at Pemberton Civil Construction have a large
number of vehicles, assets, staff and materials on the move. Established
in Hamilton, the company now operates across the greater Waikato
region, as well as throughout Auckland and Tauranga.
Asset Manager Chris Webb was looking for a telematics system that could
simplify management of the mixed fleet, give real-time tracking insights,
and streamline regular but time-consuming procedures. In June 2017
Webb installed Teletrac Navman tracking devices into his fleet of eight
trucks along with an MNav in-cab device for messaging and forms. He
also installed tracking in all 39 staff utes and vans to manage RUC

PEMBERTON CIVIL CONSTRUCTION ENJOYS THESE
BENEFITS WITH TELETRAC NAVMAN:
• Manage and send documents on in-cab MNav devices.
• Effectively manage fleet maintenance and registration
requirements.
• Streamline the Road User Charges rebate process.
• Accurately quote new jobs based on accurate data.
• Detailed insight into fleet movements assists in business
decisions.
In-cab devices lighten the load
Pemberton Civil Construction’s trucks cart a lot of material from quarry
to site and each load needs a docket to specify details such as the type of
material, weight, vehicle details, weigh bridge numbers and more. The
drivers need to send all dockets back to the office to process. Collecting,
sending and processing dockets used to be done manually.
“We decided on the Teletrac Navman system because of the devices.
Drivers can now send their quarry dockets electronically, and it makes it
really easy to see what material is coming from where,” explains Webb.

“By tracking the actual times and distances it
takes to move material from quarry to site, we
can be much more accurate when quoting.”

Drivers also use the MNav for messaging, managing a number of
personalised forms and to store documentation required for the trucks
and staff. The in-cab MNav’s have reduced paperwork for drivers and sped
up the processing for office staff.

Efficient fleet management
Before installing Teletrac Navman, Webb used an Excel spreadsheet which
he updated manually to track servicing, WOFs, registrations and RUC
licences. “It was time-consuming and now it’s a lot easier,” says Webb,
who uses Director to keep all the fleet details in one place. Webb has set
up email alerts for maintenance and RUC licences based on distance, and
for registrations and WOFs based on time.
Working in infrastructure and with trucks carting material to and from
private quarries, Pemberton Civil Construction is familiar with claiming
off-road rebates back on its RUC licensed vehicles. “Drivers used to report
the off-road kilometres on a sheet and then office staff would log and fill
out rebate forms manually, which took a lot more time,” notes Webb.
“Now we just automate the reports and it’s a straightforward process to
make a RUC claim. Plus there’s actual proof from the GPS software.”

“Drivers can now send their quarry dockets
electronically, and it makes it really easy to
see what material is coming from where.”
If there’s a vehicle breakdown, I can see exactly where it is. For any
incidents, I can easily see what has happened.”
The tracking data helps the firm to make predictions and informs
longer-term decisions too. “By tracking the actual times and distances it
takes to move material from quarry to site, we can be much more
accurate when quoting,” says Webb. As historical data builds up,
providing quotes for different projects and jobs will become even more
accurate.
By automating and digitalising processes across the fleet, Pemberton
Civil Construction has boosted productivity, saved hours on manual
tasks, and extracted valuable insights.

“Now we just automate the reports and it’s a
straightforward process to make a RUC claim.
Plus there’s actual proof from the GPS
software.”

Accurate real-time insights
Real-time GPS vehicle tracking is improving efficiency and the insights are
assisting managers to make perceptive business decisions. “I know where
the trucks are at any time, so I can easily decide which one to send to
another job — it’s more efficient,” says Webb, who’s found the
technology useful in making quick and effective decisions. “I can look up
a specific site and see who’s there to count loads in real-time, so it helps
me make decisions based on the overall picture.”
He can check Director and swiftly deal with questions or issues relating to
his fleet. “If anyone rings and asks how far away a truck is, I can tell them.

To learn more, call 0800 447 735 or visit teletracnavman.co.nz
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